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Unmistakable style, superb quality, durability, and functionality are the key 
ingredients that make Smeg appliances so unique and, this cookware collection is 
simply no exception. Designed and made entirely in Italy, Smeg’s award-winning 
cookware line mixes technology and style perfectly for everything you need to make 
cooking an absolute pleasure. Every piece of this collection has been meticulously 
crafted to deliver the ultimate cooking experience with a patented one-of-a-kind 
stainless steel base that keeps heat distribution beautifully even and a triple non-stick 
coating that allows for healthier, diversified cooking with easy clean-up. 

COOKING HAS NEVER
LOOKED SO GOOD
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OVEN SAFE
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PFOA FREE TRIPLE
NON-STICK COATING
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WARRANTY
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Highly versatile and super handy, Smeg Frying Pans are great for all sorts of delicate and fast-
cooking methods from making eggs and bacon to searing, sauteing, braising, pan-frying,
and more. 
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FRYING PANS

DESIGN & FUNCTIONALITY
Smeg frying pans feature low sloped sides that flare outwards, a patented flat-bottomed 
base and an ergonomically designed stainless steel handle with a comfortable grip for 
easy handling.

SPECIAL FEATURES & BENEFITS
Triple non-stick coating (PTFE-based and FREE from nickel, heavy metals and PFOA) • 
Riveted stainless steel handle • Oven safe up to 250° (excluding grill) • Cold forged 
aluminium body with highly conductive, extra-thick 4.5mm patented stainless steel 
base for quick and even heat distribution • Compatible with all cooktops including gas, 
induction, ceramic glass and electric hobs • Dishwasher safe (washing by hand
is however recommended for optimum care).

SIZES AVAILABLE

Ø 24cm

Ø 26cm

Ø 28cm

Ø 30cm

CAPACITY

1,9L

2,3L

2,7L

3,3L

NET WEIGHT (kg)

2,5

1,3

1,5

1,6

COLOUR OPTIONS
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These robust Smeg Casserole Pans are a must for lovers of one-pot recipes. Suitable to use 
on your cooktop, in the oven and beautiful enough for serving at the table, these pans offer 
maximum versatility and practicality. Complete with a lid, they can be used for making all
kinds of delicious risottos, slow-cooked stews and soups, casseroles, pot roasts and more. 
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CASSEROLE PANS

DESIGN & FUNCTIONALITY
Smeg casserole pans are available with either low-sides or high-sides depending on 
the type of food preparation required and feature a patented flat-bottomed base, two 
ergonomically designed stainless steel handles for easy handling and, a tempered glass 
lid with a stainless steel knob.

SPECIAL FEATURES & BENEFITS
Triple non-stick coating (PTFE-based and FREE from nickel, heavy metals and PFOA) • 
Riveted stainless steel handles • Flat tempered glass lid with steam vent, stainless steel 
handle and rim • Oven safe up to 250° (excluding grill) • Cold forged aluminium body 
with highly conductive, extra-thick 4.5mm patented stainless steel base for quick and 
even heat distribution • Compatible with all cooktops including gas, induction, ceramic 
glass and electric hobs • Dishwasher safe (washing by hand is however recommended 
for optimum care).

SIZES AVAILABLE

Ø 24cm

Ø 26cm

CAPACITY

4,6L

7,6L

NET WEIGHT (kg)

2,3

2,7

COLOUR OPTIONS
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Smeg’s Deep Pan, complete with a glass lid, is easily one of the most versatile pans to have 
in the kitchen. Also known as a deep skillet or sauté pan, it’s perfect for braising meat and 
vegetables, preparing creamy risottos and curries and cooking up anything from burger
patties to chops, farmhouse breakfasts and more.
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DEEP PAN

DESIGN & FUNCTIONALITY
This deep pan features low sloped sides that flare outwards, a wide flat-bottomed base, 
two ergonomically designed stainless steel handles for easy handling and, a tempered 
glass lid with a stainless steel knob.

SPECIAL FEATURES & BENEFITS
Triple non-stick coating (PTFE-based and FREE from nickel, heavy metals and PFOA) • 
Riveted stainless steel handles • Flat tempered glass lid with steam vent, stainless steel 
handle and rim • Oven safe up to 250° (excluding grill) • Cold forged aluminium body 
with highly conductive, extra-thick 4.5mm patented stainless steel base for quick and 
even heat distribution • Compatible with all cooktops including gas, induction, ceramic 
glass and electric hobs • Dishwasher safe (washing by hand is however recommended 
for optimum care).

SIZES AVAILABLE

Ø 28cm

CAPACITY

3,7L

NET WEIGHT (kg)

3

COLOUR OPTIONS
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This versatile Smeg Saucepan complete with a tempered glass lid is ideal for cooking a variety 
of smaller dishes from pastas, delicate compotes or curds to warming up soups and prepping 
sauces.
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SAUCE PAN

DESIGN & FUNCTIONALITY
With high, straight sides, the saucepan is perfect for heating or preparing foods with 
a high liquid content. The flat-bottomed base ensures even heat distribution while the 
ergonomically designed stainless steel handle provides a comfortable grip and, a 
tempered glass lid with a stainless steel knob to allow for monitoring of food while 
cooking.

SPECIAL FEATURES & BENEFITS
Triple non-stick coating (PTFE-based and FREE from nickel, heavy metals and PFOA) • 
Riveted stainless steel handle • Flat tempered glass lid with steam vent, stainless steel 
handle and rim • Oven safe up to 250°C MAX (EXCLUDING GRILL) • Cold forged 
aluminium body with highly conductive, extra-thick 4.5mm patented stainless steel 
base for quick and even heat distribution • Compatible with all cooktops including 
gas, induction, ceramic glass and electric hobs • Dishwasher safe (washing by hand is 
however recommended for optimum care).

SIZES AVAILABLE

Ø 20cm

CAPACITY

2,7L

NET WEIGHT (kg)

1,7

COLOUR OPTIONS
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Smeg’s Wok is an indispensable kitchen essential and is perfect for whipping up all sorts of 
sumptuous dishes from stir-fry meals, steamed veggies and dumplings to pan fried meats and
fish and even smoking and roasting coffee beans and nuts. 
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WOK

DESIGN & FUNCTIONALITY
The high flared sides of this Smeg Wok make mixing and tossing every bite of food easy 
and the wide flat-bottomed base ensure perfect heat distribution while the ergonomically 
designed stainless steel handle provides a comfortable grip when cooking. 

SPECIAL FEATURES & BENEFITS
Triple non-stick coating (PTFE-based and FREE from nickel, heavy metals and PFOA) • 
Riveted stainless steel handle • Oven safe up to 250° (excluding grill) • Cold forged 
aluminium body with highly conductive, extra-thick 4.5mm patented stainless steel 
base for quick and even heat distribution • Compatible with all cooktops including 
gas, induction, ceramic glass and electric hobs • Dishwasher safe (washing by hand is 
however recommended for optimum care).

SIZES AVAILABLE

Ø 30cm

CAPACITY

5,2L

NET WEIGHT (kg)

2,4

COLOUR OPTIONS
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Choose from Smeg’s iconic matt cream, matt black or matt red shade to complete your
kitchen in style.

COOKING IN COLOUR
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COLLECTION
MATT CREAM MATT RED MATT BLACK

30CM FRYING PAN CKFF3001CRM CKFF3001RDM CKFF3001BLM

28CM FRYING PAN CKFF2801CRM CKFF2801RDM CKFF2801BLM

26CM FRYING PAN CKFF2601CRM CKFF2601RDM CKFF2601BLM

24CM FRYING PAN CKFF2401CRM CKFF2401RDM CKFF2401BLM

24CM CASSEROLE PAN 
(WITH LID) CKFC2411CRM CKFC2411RDM CKFC2411BLM

26CM CASSEROLE PAN
(WITH LID) CKFC2611CRM CKFC2611RDM CKFC2611BLM

28CM DEEP PAN
(WITH LID) CKFD2811CRM CKFD2811RDM CKFD2811BLM

30CM WOK CKFW3001CRM CKFW3001RDM CKFW3001BLM

24CM GLASS LID CKFL2401

26CM GLASS LID CKFL2601

28CM GLASS LID CKFL2801

30CM GLASS LID CKFL3001

20CM SAUCEPAN
(WITH LID) CKFS2011CRM CKFS2011RDM CKFS2011BLM




